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Abstract

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) are a handy method for dynamic systems modeling. A recently introduced RCGA learning method allows for establishing high-quality FCMs from historical data. The main drawback of this method is its scalability. In this paper, a framework for a novel scalable learning method for FCMs is introduced.

1. Background

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps, proposed by Kosko [1], are a qualitative tool for modeling of dynamic systems, which combine elements of neural networks and fuzzy logic. FCMs represent a given system as a collection of concepts connected by mutual relationships. Strength of each relationship is quantified and expressed by a real number from -1 to 1. Most conveniently, the model can be represented as a graph, which consists of nodes (concepts) connected by directed arcs (relationships). Alternatively, FCM is defined by a matrix, called connection matrix, which stores all the relationships values. Figure 1 shows a simple example of FCM (graph and connection matrix) that models software development project [2].

![Figure 1. Example of FCM](image)

There are two main groups of approaches to develop FCMs: using an expert knowledge from the domain of application (deductive modeling), and using learning algorithms to establish FCMs from historical data (inductive modeling) [3].

Once developed, FCM can be used to qualitative analysis of the modeled systems, and answering “what-if” questions. This is achieved by simulating the model, i.e. by calculating its state over successive iterations. State of FCM is defined as a set of activation levels of all the concepts. Activation level of a certain concept expresses a degree to which the concept is present in the system at a particular iteration. Each state (except for the first one, which has to be defined prior to the simulation) is computed based on the system state at the preceding iteration.

In this paper, we use a learning method for FCMs that is based on real-coded genetic algorithms (RCGA). Figure 2 shows a high-level diagram of this method [4].

![Figure 2. RCGA Learning Method](image)

The RCGA learning method uses input data to develop an FCM (candidate FCM), which is capable to mimic the data. For a given system with \( N \) concepts, the learning task boils down to establish \( N^2 \) parameters that define FCM (they correspond to all possible relationships between the concepts). The core element of this method is a real-coded genetic algorithm [5], which is a floating-point extension to generic genetic algorithms and concerns chromosome representation. The RCGA method was comprehensively tested, and the experiments proved its effectiveness and high quality of generated models.

2. Motivation

The bottleneck of the RCGA method for FCMs is its scalability, as the number of parameters that have to be established grows quadratically with the map size defined as the number of concepts. In addition, genetic optimization is time consuming when employed to problems with large number of variables. At the same time, in some areas such as systems biology, the underlying networks that could be modeled with FCMs are large (several dozens of nodes). These issues call for
development of learning approaches for FCMs that would be fast enough to be applied to larger systems.

3. Parallel RCGA

In our recent work [6], we have proposed an approach to speed-up the RCGA method, which was based on parallelization of genetic algorithms. The reported results showed that learning of FCMs on eight processors was four times faster than the sequential learning, i.e. on a single processor.

In this paper, a framework for a novel scalable learning method based on a divide-and-conquer strategy is introduced. A high-level diagram of the proposed method, Parallel RCGA, is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Parallel RCGA Learning Method](image)

The proposed approach involves: (1) dividing the input data into subsets, (2) performing independent, parallel, learning on each subset, and (3) merging the sub-models. The motivation behind using this method is that the number of calculations in fitness function evaluation, which is the most time-consuming part of RCGA optimization, depends linearly on the number of input data length. Therefore, we may expect nearly linear speed-up in the execution time when running the experiments on a multiprocessor machine (each sub-problem on a different processor). The two critical modules in this approach are Data Divider and FCMs Fusion.

Data Divider takes the input data and split it into subsets that are then used to learn the sub-models. Taking advantage of FCMs characteristics, various strategies may be employed. In the first strategy, the data are divided into K non-overlapping, subsequent subsets (where K is the number of available processors). In the second one, the split is done as above except that the subsets overlap. The reason for that is to improve the quality of each sub-model, as more data points are used in learning. In the third strategy, the subsets are obtained by a random selection of data points (along with their predecessors). This is possible since in the RCGA method any two consecutive data points can be added to the learning process. In the fourth strategy, the random selection is carried out (as in the third one); however it is allowed that some data points can be selected to more than one subset. The motivation is the same as in case of the second strategy.

FCMs Fusion merges the sub-models. The subject of combining multiple FCMs into a single model is described in literature with respect to deductive modeling [7]. The simplest method is to obtain the final model by calculating averages of corresponding relationship values over all the sub-models. Another described method is to add credibility coefficient to each sub-model. In our learning approach, they can be calculated using in-sample error value for each sub-model – the higher the error is, the lower is the credibility of the sub-model, and vice versa. Then, the final model is established by calculating weighted averages of all the relationships (using these coefficients as weights) over all the sub-models.

4. Conclusions

In this work, a framework for a novel scalable method for learning FCMs is introduced. The new approach uses divide-and-conquer strategy to break the learning process into sub-processes that can be executed in parallel.

We expect that this approach will reduce the learning time almost eight times on eight processors comparing to the sequential learning. A comprehensive set of experiments needs to be carried out in order to both verify the above hypothesis and elaborate on the quality of the models developed by using this method.
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